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 Why lobby Federal politicians?

 Keys to effective lobbying

 Getting your message right – and sticking to it!

 Developing an effective message campaign

 They don‟t know what you know

 Have a plan

 Arranging meetings with Politicians

 Budget time 
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*Because they have significant influence and 

responsibility, including backbenchers:

*Government is facing constant new 

challenges and emerging policy problems, 

so you need to be mindful of the competing 

agendas and keep the MP/Senator informed 

and involved so they can keep the pressure 

on.  
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*Which programs, sections of the Department or agencies are 

relevant to your organisation or campaign

* Know the stated policies of the Government/Opposition

* Support your position with submissions and research

* Try to be „in synch‟ with the Government‟s policy priorities

* Engaging support from third parties and relevant media

* Choosing your timing – be mindful of the parliamentary cycle and 

the media timetable

* Map decision-makers and talk to all relevant parties including 

cross-benchers – hung parliament and balance of power
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* “All politics are local” – Tip O‟Neill, Former US House of Reps 
Speaker

* Know your local members as well as the relevant Ministers, 
bureaucrats, Shadows, Upper House and %‟s

* Government wont know your position unless you tell them

* Keep up regular communication with Government – don‟t wait 
for problems to develop

* Always follow up with the MP – don‟t let your issue slip off their 
„radar‟.

* It‟s up to us to put enough pressure on them, to show there is 
so much support for our policy that it would be detrimental to 
them NOT to implement it.  
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*Build a matrix of key targets, events and 

announcements. How do you 1. identify supporters, 

2. make supporters, 3. get them to take action???

* Key people of influence to a local politician:

*Make sure the Politician is seeing & hearing stories 

and approaches about your issue before & after you 

seek to meet with them. 
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* The entire caucus of the government comes from 
(HOW MANY) backgrounds.

* Political advisors

* Public servants

* Lawyers

* Teachers

* Union officials

* Party officials

* In 1969 they came from 17 different occupations.

* Nurses???
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*Know when major events are on 

*Know when meetings are happening (AHMAC, 

community Cabinet, budget meetings, etc.)

*Parliamentary sitting dates

*Activities before a local visit

*Build contacts 

*Learn to network – coffee

*Strategy is to be effective and heard
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*You need to draft a clear, concise set of key 

messages and stick to them. Have a brief paper to 

leave with the politician when you meet with them.

*When you meet with a Politician, do your research 

before you go into the meeting:

*Make sure they understand that this is an issue of 

importance to a significant section of the 

constituency
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*Write a letter/email to the politician 

requesting a meeting

*Prepare your delegation before the meeting

*Make sure you get a firm commitment for 

action

*Parliament House Meetings
* 02 62 777 111
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*Budget is agreed long before
* Lobbying for budget 2012 starts August/Sept/Oct/Nov 

*Cabinet
* Cabinet – 1 advocate for your cause

* Must convince full Cabinet – 20 members

* Gillard, Swan, Rudd, Evans, Crean, Smith, Roxon, Macklin, 

Albanese, Conroy, Carr, Wong, Garrett, McClelland, Ludwig, 

Burke, Ferguson, Bowen, Emerson, Combet

* 10 outer, 12
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* Aged care nurses have something to celebrate
Source: ABC News Published: Tuesday, May 11, 2010

Ged Kearney from the Australian Nursing Federation says aged-care 
nurses will be happy with the outcome of the federal budget.

Because we care delivers $130 million for aged care The Because we 
care campaign has achieved a major win, with the Rudd Government 
allocating $130 million to initiatives that will improve the skill level of 
aged care nurses and recognise the professionalism of AiNs through 
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